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Abstract

We study the 1/N expansion of field theories in the stochastic quantization method of

Parisi and Wu using the super symmetric functional approach. This formulation provides

a systematic procedure to implement the 1/N expansion which resembles the ones used

in the equilibrium. The \/N perturbation theory for the non linear sigma model in two

dimensions is worked out as an example.

* This work was supported by CNPq (J.C.B.) and Capes (R.S.M.).
> On leave of absence from Universidade Estadual de Maringá.

1. Introduction

In a previous paper1 (hereafter referred to as I) we have formulated the \/N expansion2

in the stochastic quantization method (SQM) based on the Langevin and on the functional

integral approach. We studied specifically the 1/N expansion of the non linear sigma

model (NLSM) showing its renormalizability in the functional framework. In this paper

we wiZJ re-examine the 1/N expansion through the BUpcrayzninetnc functional Sormiüztion

for stochastic process where it can be implemented more naturally and systematically. In

fact the same routines of the equilibrium can be applied in the present situation. This

observation is true even for the renormalizability of the theory. In I the cancellation of a

series of non-Lagrangian counterterms for the NLSM was achieved by explicitly use of the

BRS symmetry3 for stochastic processes as well additional Ward identities related to the

constraint of the theory. In a supersymmetric perturbative treatment, as we will consider

here, these cancellations are automatic and are taken into account by the supergraphs of

the theory. To establish the renonnalizability of the NLSM we will have only to generalize

Aref 'eva's identity4 to the stochastic case.

The aim of this paper is to introduce the 1/N expansion of field theories in the SQM

using the superneld perturbation theory throughout. The organization of the paper is

the following. In Sec. 2 we review the supersymmetric formulation of the SQM stressing

the important points and also introducing our notation for the rest of the paper. In Sec.

3 we carry out the 1/JV expansion of the NLSM in two dimensions on the basis of the

superneld technique. We also make the connection with the equilibrium limit. In Sec. 4

the ultraviolet behaviour of the supergraphs and the renormalizability of the theory are

discussed. We end the work in Sec. 5 with our conclusions. In the appendix a derivation

of the fluctuation dissipation theorem used in Sec. 3 b included for completeness.



2. Stochastic Quantization and its Supersymmetric Formulation

In the SQM devised by' Parisi and Wu5 (for a review see Ref. 6) an additional coordi-

nate t is incorporated in the fields, ^(a) —» #(z,i), which in their turn obeys a dynamics

given by a stochastic differential equation (Langevin equation)

at
(2.1)

(2.2)

where S is the Euclidian action and T][xtt) is a GauBsian white noise with correlations

Í7^(zj,íi) 17(22»^2)/ = 2u \X\ — X2) à\t\ — Í2)

The basic recipe of the SQM is to obtain the solution $q{xtt) of (2.1) subject to an initial

condition, <£o = 4>(x,t = t0). It is then possible to demonstrate that the Green functions

of the quantum theory are given by the equilibrium correlations functions

= fen »,0) (2-3)

Aleo, the correlation functions for <f>n(xtt) can be calculated through a functional

generator Z[J] expressed in terms of a functional integral7

=* J (2.4)

where

s =

This action has two symmetries. The first is a nilpotent one3

50(31,0=0

ÍC(x,í)=êÀ(x,i)

ÍA(x,i) =0

(2.6)

where 6 is a Grassmann variable. This symmetry is similar to the BRS one found in gauge

theories8 and implies the maintenance of the structure of the action (2.5) by renormal-

ization. It is an exact symmetry, i.e., it does not depend on the boundary conditions

imposed to the fields9 and it is true both for Markovian and non-Markovian process. For

fields in (2.5) satisfying periodic boundary conditions (or anti-periodic) we have the fol-

lowing anti-BRS symmetry (called supersymmetry in the literature when combined with

(2.6))10-13 _

(2.7)
6*C{x,i) =0

í'A(z,i)=Ü(s:,i)£

where e is a Grass man variable. This symmetry guarantees that the correct equilibrium

limit for the correlation functions (2.3)14'15 is attained.

Introducing a notation in terms of euperfields $

, i) + C[x, t)6+ X(x, 1) 00 (2.8)

where z = (z, 1,0,0) and (t,0,0) is a superspace with anticommuting coordinates 0 and 6

which satisfy

fd9dBl= fd$d80= f f d9d880 = (2.9)

then the BRS symmetry can be viewed as a translation 6 —> 6 + e in the superspace. So

(2.6) is obtained from

£* = «(s,t,0 +1,6) - *(*,i,fl,«) = í J U (2.10)

whereas the anti-BRS symmetry is interpreted as a translation 8 —> 6 + c and i —* t — 0c,

in a way that (2.7) results from

(2.!



With the aid of (2.8) the action (2.5) can be written in a supersymmetric form12'13'26

similarly to the stationary stochastic process, as realized by Parisi and Sourlas10. In this

situation the functional generator (2.4) assumes the form

ZsslJ] = Iv* <rs**W-S*'** (2.12)

where

Sss[$]= I dz (-*2>i? * + £[$]) (2.13)

and

J{z) = K(x1t) + #{x,t)9 + 8ti(x1t) + J(xti)99

with ÜT, i?, i? and 3 as sources to the fields A, Ct C and <f> respectively.

D and D are covariant derivatives

8
D 09 ° 8i (2.14a)

(2.146)

which obey

D2 = ~D2 = 0 and {-0,5} - —s~ (2.15)
of

and £[$] is a Lag rangi an density of the theory with 4> replaced by the superiield <J>.

Observing that
— 82 Ô2

)D = -ri 9Ô989 dtôO

the integrations on the Grassmann variables 8 and 6 can be performed through

0=0=0

(2.16)

(2.17)

Also it is easy to demonstrate the following useful relations

(2.18)

With the aid of (2.17) and (2.18) is straightforward to get (2.5) from (2.13).

The calculation of correlation functions in (2.3) by (2.13) allows us to interpret the

SQM as a superiield theory. The usefulness of (2.13) for the SQM provides a wide range of

advantages: Perturbatively it is more economical since it avoids the great number of graph-

ics characteristic of the Langevin approach and of the functional integral given in terms

of components fields as in (2.5). The explicit supersymmetry (via the anti-BRS symmetry

(2.7)) guarantees the right equilibrium limit to the correlation functions via the dimen-

sional reduction mechanism of Parisi and Sourlas10'14 adapted to the stochastic case15.

In the l/N implementation for the NLSM, for instance, this observation implies that the

constraint must be imposed supersymmetric ally in (2.13). In other words the supersym-

metry works as a guide offering a systematic procedure to implement the l/N expansion

resembling the techniques common to the equilibrium. Finally, and most important, the

renormalization of the theory is more straightforward when we use the supersymznetric

formalism. In Ref. 3, for scalar theories, Zinn-Justin used explicitly the BRS symmetry

to demonstrate the stability of the action (2.5) by the renormalization. Perturb atively,

however, a series of cancellations between the bosonic and the ghost sectors of (2.5) led

to the vanishing of counterterms which apparently would destroy the renormaUzability of

the theory. In a supersymmetric perturbative framework (see Ref. 9) these cancellations

are automatic.

3. l/N Expansion of the non Linear Sigma Model

The Lagrangian density for the O(N) NLSM is given by

(3.1)

(3.2)

with the constraint

The sum over the flavor index a runs from 1 to N and we use the summation convention

for repeated indices.



The implementation of the 1/N for the NLSM in the SQM can be done as in the static

situation. The supersymmetric functional generator (2.12) for (3.1) and (3.2) reads

ZSS =

where

Ja = ITaíZ,*) + *.(*,<)* + **.(*,*) + Ja(x,t)6B (3.4)

In (3.3) we have used (2.13), replacing <f>a by the superfield $ a with components

*a = &i + 6 Ca + Ca 6 + Aa ~60 (3.5)

in (3.1) and (3.2). Á mass term for the $ a field has been added. At this point the

supersymmetric formulation of SQM already exhibits its advantages in the implementation

of the 1/N expansion. The constraint was taking into account easily and respecting the

supersymmetry such that the correct equilibrium limit is reached. Also the 0[N) symmetry

is manifest in (3.3).

Now we write the delta function constraint as

* * ' í ' * " í # I - * ) (3-6)

(3.7)

where H is an auxiliary superfield with components

Substituting (3.6) in (3.3) we get

The Fey n man rules for the 1/N expansion of this Lag rangi an are easily derived by the

same standard procedures of the static case17. The superfield propagator for $ is given by

inverting the quadratic form in (3.8). For periodic boundary conditions it must satisfy

From

we arrive at

In terms of a Fourier representation it may be written as

(3.10)

(3.11)

(3.12)

where DD = DD(ü>tetlÍ).

After the Gaussian integration for $ in the expression (3.8) and except from constants

the effective action reads

:2(z) (3.13)

where "Str" is the supertrace18. An expansion in powers of 1/VN for the effective action

5eff = VNS{1) + S ( 2 ) 4- O (-jn) (3.14)

yields

The existence of the saddle-point implies that in the effective action (3.13) no linear term

in H should exist, BO we require that

J dedB s(o, o, 0,1)1 YS - J ( f - ^ r / de'd~B> W ~
-2DD[u,0',9)-it

([D, D]-U + - z') = 6aiS(z - z1) (3.9)

Performing the integrations we finally arrive, for n = 2, at

/
d2k 1 1

(2ÍFA:2+m2~27 = 0

(3.16)

(3.17)



This is the usual mass-gap formula and defining a renormalized coupling constant by

_ 1 I . J L 1 AI (3.18)

where A is a Pauli-Villars regularization mass and fi the renormalization point, it follows

that

m2 = fe-ii (3.19)

The term S^ gives us the quadratic part in H

(3.20)

which after standard manipulations yields

- f ̂ ^ J
k)2+^]ct~

h [(*'+*)=
- iu>' + ( i B +m2)

Applying the techniques described in Ref. 18 we integrate DD(w' +

perform the #', d integrations. We can write, therefore

where

(3.21)

6) by parts to

E{k1üjte,ê) (3.22)

/
dnk'tkú' 1 1

(2ir)»+1 w'2 + (Jb'2 + m2)2 (w1 + w)2 + [(Jb1 + Jfe)a + m2]

(2x)n+1 w'2 + (*« + m2)2 (to1 + w)2 + p ' + Jb)2 + m2]2 (3.236)

These integrals can be explicitly calculated for n = 2, as we already have shown in I, and

they yield

where

Finally from (3.22) the propagator AHH can be calculated, hence

_ 1 j4(Jb,u)(DD + w) - 2B(ktu>) .-?,
~ 4

(3.25)

The stochastic super-Feynman rules for the 1/iV expansion of the NLSM are summa-

rized in Fig. 1. The graphs of Fig. 2 are illegal as subgraphs since they have already been

taken into account in the gap equation (3.17) and in the effective propagator (3.25).

Figure 1 Figure 2

At this point we demonstrate that (3.25) allows us to recover the propagator for the

a field in the equilibrium . From (3.7) we have

(3.26)

and the static limit can be reached through an integration in

+ OO

(3.27)
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Instead of perform the integration directly we can use the fluctuation dissipation theorem

(see the Appendix for a derivation) in its form given by (AS). In our case the response

function is

* „ ( * , « ) = -DDAzsfrw,9 - &\1 - 9')\ tm7mO (3.28)

and (A.8) yields

Aff<T(k) = Aair{kiu) = 0) (3.29)

and finally

,« = 0)

For 7i = 2 we substitute the result (3.246) and

(3.30)

(3.31)

which is the usual result of the equilibrium17.

4. Divergencies in Super-Feynman Graphs and Re no rmaliz ability

The super-Feynman rules given in Fig. 1 allows us to calculate the degree of divergence

of any super-Feynman graph. The analytical form of these super-Feynman diagrams is

given by

-̂ i n

(4.1)
£'=1

where £ is the number of loops, V is the number of vertices, -AT/* is the number of internal

$ lines representing the superpropagator A$$ and iV/5 is the number of internal H lines

representing the superpropagatcr AHE- In the i(£')th $(H) line, joining the vertices with

9ix,9il(&i> jBt<) and 0/a, 0/3 (0/'10/') flows momentum KiyÜ^Kt^Qi'), which is a linear

11

combination of external and loop momentum Jb;,UJ,-. Replacing Jb,- by AJb,- in (4.1) and

considering A —• 00, we get for the superficial degree of divergence d, of the super-Feynman

stochastic diagrams, the expression

d = (n + 2)Z + 2 ( V - l ) - 4 J V j * - ( n -

where we have made use of

A*#(AJb,A2a;,A-1d,A-1S)=A-|At*(JbJü;)íIfl
r) (4.2a)

A=H(AfclA
2a;,A-10IA-1a)=A-in-2)AH5(Jb,w,0lfii) (4.26)

and that the maximum number of independent differences of 0's and differences of 0's

one can construct is V — 1. Since we have the topological relations L ~ Ni — V + 1,

V = NEZ + 2Nr~ and 2V = NE* + 2JV/# where Nj is the total number of internal lines,

NE$ is the number of external $ lines and NEE the number of external H lines, it follows

that

S = n - ^—NE* ~ 2iv-£H (4.3)

Note that this degree of divergence is equal to the static case if we replace NE* and

-WfE by NE4> &nd Ng^ respectively. For n = 2 we see that 6 does not depend on the number

of external $-lines and the theory is apparently nonrenormalizable since an infinity number

of counterterms are necessary to absorb these divergencies. In I it was proved that the

NLÍÜM is renormalizable in 2 < n < 4 dimensions in the component formulation, given

by (2.5), of the SQM. The key elements of that proof were a BRS identity plus graphical

Ward identities which kept the form of the action invariant by the renormalization process.

However, in the present superfield formulation we have a direct demonstration due to the

graphical identity of Fig. 3 easily obtained by our super-Feynman rules. This is the

stochastic generalization of the Aref *eva identity4.

Figure 3

From this identity the non-Lagrangian counterterms will compensate each other. Thus,

the sum of the divergent parts of diagrams with the same order of X/N as, for example,



12 13

those in Fig. 4 corresponding to a $ 4 countertenn, is equal to zero. The graph in Fig.

4b has a subgraph with the same divergence as the graph in Fig. 4a. Contracting this

subgraph to a point we get the cancellation of these divergencies thanks to the identity of

Fig. 3. It is easy to convince oneself that this mechanism gets ride of all non-Lagrangian

counterterms.

Figure 4 Figure 5

In this way we just have to analyse the divergence of one-particle irreducible graphs with

NE* < 2 depicted in Fig. 5. The diagram in Fig. 5a is quadratically divergent while

the ones in Fig. 5b and 5c are logarithmic divergent. Therefore, the theory can be made

ultraviolet finite, after an appropriate regularization, by a renorxnalized action obtained

from (3.8) through the following redefinitions

m2 = mjj +
6m2

(4.4)

f = ZttR

where $ , S, m, / , t, 6 and 6 are the bare parameters of the theory. Obviously from (2.16)

it Mows that ~DD = Z^HRDR. The renormalization constants Z*,Zs, 6m2, Zf and Zt

can be calculated in perturbation theory using, for instance, a minimal subtraction scheme.

An explicit calculation of the renorxnalization constants should yield the static ones

except Zt which is related with the dynamics of the stochastic process. In fact, due to the

analytic form of our propagator (3.25) it is rather involved to obtain the divergent parts of

our super-Feynman graphs, for instance, in a dimensional regularization scheme. Progress

is being done in this direction and will be reported elsewhere.

5. Conclusion

We have developed, in some detail, the l/N expansion of field theories in the su-

persymmetric functional approach for the stochastic quantization of Pari si and Wu. We

have used as an example the non linear sigma model in two dimensions to implement the

Buperperturbation technique.

We have shown how this procedure resembles the equilibrium one mainly in the aspects

related to its renormalization. In this case the renormalization is set up more easily than

in the component formulation given in I. The systematic developed here for the l/N

expansion can be extended without further difficulties for the A^4, Gross-Neveu models

and CP N models.
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Appendix

Fluctuation Dissipation Theorem13'18

The Ward-Takahashi identities asso dated with the symmetries (2.10) and (2.11) can

be easily derived . Since oss is invariant under $ —* $ + (6 + £*)$ and that 2ss[i7] does

not change under the changes of variables the following identity can be derived

SZsslJ] = ZsslJ] = 0 (A.I)

where O = 6 + 6*. This Ward-Takahashi identity allows us to deduce relations among

correlations functions. From 6J^6j^z,^SZss[J] = 0 we get

Using (2.10), (2.11) and (2.14) we write

O = c (D + 6dt) + c (D -

and Bince e and ? are independent and arbitrary we see from {A.2) that

${z')) =0

(A.2)

(A.3)

Applying D and D on (AAa) and (AAb) respectively, subtracting one from another, and

setting 6 = 0 = 6' = &' = 0 we have after employing (2.18)

dt(^(z,<)^(x',t')) = {A(x,i)<£(x',i')) — ^(x,i)A(x', i /)) (-^-5)

This is the fluctuation dissipation theorem which relates the correlation function

(J>(x,i)4>(x',i')) to the response function (A(x,i)^(a;l
1t1)). Through a Fourier transfor-

m v/e can rewrite the above equation as

(A.6)

15

= AA^(fc,-ü;). Now from the causal nature

(il.7)

where we have taken into account

of the response function

Eq. (A6) implies

which simply says that the static correlation function can be calculated from the response

function at u> = 0. As a simple application of the fluctuation dissipation theorem consider

a free scalar theory given by f̂  = (—D + m2)^ in (2.5), then

2 (A.9a)

(A.9b)

where it is worthwhile to observe that A\$ is simply the Fourier transformed Green function

of the Langevin equation (2.1). The equilibrium result ki+mi follows straightforwardly

from A\$(k,u) = 0).
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Figure Captions

Figure 1 — Super-Feynman rules for the 1/N expansion.

Figure 2 — Illegal super subgraphs.

Figure 3 — Aref'eva mechanism of cancellation for insertions of $ fields.

Figure 4 - Diagrams with compensating divergent parts.

Figure 5 — Superficially divergent diagrams.
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